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Getting Found 

We recommend two ways to be found on the internet that are equally effective but which 
are poles apart in terms of budget needs and methodology.

The first is available to big business who use big budgets to attract online eyeballs through 
PPC saturation marketing. It works; money can optimise your website’s SEO, build and 
add content on a daily basis and buy you traffic. Other big budget options include TV ad-
vertising, print media adverts and the rest. They all take a big budget and they deliver. 

The second way lies in understanding that most local businesses seek a local rather than 
an international or national audience. If you want to market to a defined “Home Zone / 
neighbourhood” and your customers are drawn from that same “Home Zone” then the 
chances are that your customers know who you desire to attract to your business. 

Delighted customers that are prepared to refer you to a friend do not. The reason is that 
at “the moment of delight / satisfaction” it is not easy to make a referral and so lethargy 
and self interest cause them to not take action.

Getting customers to refer you to a friend is achievable but there is a secret to success; 
you have to make it easy (this addresses lethargy) and rewarding (so it’s in their interest).
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Every Category Header on the WhatsGood Pocket Advisors offer the opportunity to share 
the link and in doing so to offer a comment to your friends.

Understanding the power of social media sharing is, these days, legend but most do not 
appreciate how powerful it is. Let me illustrate. 

Social Sharing

Statistically, studies have shown that 70% to 86% of us will share when it is worth our 
while and if it is easy to do. Thus:

· For every 100 customers of yours, if say 70% share with friends on say, Facebook 
where, on average, they have 338 friends.
· Referrals may then reach: 70% x 338 people x 100 customers = 23,660 referrals in 
the first step.
· In the next step, the reach explodes but suffice to say that the local reach will be satu-
rated.

Give to Get

At the heart of the secret to success lies the principle of give to get.  Give your custom-
ers something to talk about or give them something to share and, you guessed, they 
will. In summary: Customers that have found your value will have friends and connec-
tions who too will find the value that they have found. One more time: Make it easy and 
rewarding for customers to network and generate leads for you and they will.
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WhatsGood Communicators aka Pocket Advisors WhatsGood Communicators aka Pocket Advisors 

The WhatsGood Pocket Advisors are designed to offer tap-to-dial convenience to users 
that can easily add a tap-to-open button on the home screen of their phones. Each time 
a button is tapped the latest version of the page will open.

As stated, when the Pocket Advisor page is open, users that select the social sharing 
option (see top left), will be directed to their preferred social media account so that they 
can add a comment before sharing.

WhatsGood, Info, Deals, Coupon, Loyalty, Reputation and Referral Marketing

The above image is a mock up drawn from the WhatsGood Westville Pocket Advisor.  
At the top on the left are the links to five social media platforms and to an email option.

The link to Explore Listing Options, links you to the https://webo.directory/whatsgood/ 
website where you can read more about our Communicators / Pocket Advisors. Users 
seek more than a telephone number and to this end they seek information that has a 
focus on a defined deliverable. 

The Free Splash page is a pop-up page that offers:
• Contact Information; who to contact
• Links; to websites, etc.
• Location; where you are located
• A short crisp information page on who you are
• Review; to see what other say about your products and services.

Each of the listing links offers a defined deliverable. These are the five buttons, in the 
green header section on the right-hand-side. 
• Suppliers can tap a button in the green header section to read more about the link op-

tion selected.
• These same buttons when available in the blue contact details section, open to provide 

users with the information on this aspect.
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Find the splash page on the left at:
https://SplashPage.webo.directory

Logo & Social Sharing Options.

Contact Information & Links
Who to contact, website, etc

Splash Page Information

Location

Reviews

Note 
The FREE SPLASH PAGE has adverts and is 450 
pixels wide. It is a normal FREE LISTING page 
on the Webo Directory but it has the restriction 
of not having images, video and product offers 
on it to qualify for a FREE LINK to a WhatsGood 
Communicator

The VIP LISTING PAGE is 900 pixels wide and it 
has no adverts on it

Note
There is an affordable Listing Page VIP Upgrade 
and this page will be linked to a Pocket Advisor, 
where relevant, without content restrictions. 

The VIP listing has extensive and advanced 
functionality and can be used to manage and 
promote a large amount of content. The key to 
this page is that it is, in essence, a mini website 
that is built by the user.

Note
VIP Listing pages have no content restrictions.
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What’s the Secret to Getting Found on the Internet ?
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Get an e-mail notification
 when the businesses 
that you subscribe to 

post new Deals and Promotions,
 Coupon Deals, 

Loyaly Programme Rewards or
 Rewards for writing 

Reviews or for making rReferrals.

The VIP listing has a wide range of content management en-
ablers. It also has a row of button links that link browsers to 
benefits, Deals and Content.
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Step 1

On the Webo Directory
www.webo.directory

Select Featured Listing 
and in the dropdown 
options select the FREE 
LISTING OPTION

Register and note 
your username and 
password. Next, login 
on the home page and 
the Admin panel shown 
on the right will display

Step 2

Select Edit My 
Directory Listing and 
follow the instructions 
at the foot of the page.

STEP 1
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STEP 2
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Audience Building
The concept of Give to Get is a foundation stone to lead generation and the conversion 
of a customer’s friends to being loyal customers.  Each of the buttons has a role to play 
in building your audience. What is different is the synergy that arises when you give 
your customers coupon benefits that relate to deals, competitions, events and more and 
then invite them to share their rewards with a friend. This stitches together the power of 
coupon marketing, loyalty programmes and referral campaigns in a way that each option 
builds on the option before - see below. It’s an affordably brilliant concept!

• Advisors write reviews, which grow your brand’s reputation and they share them with 
friends and business connections on their preferred social networks because it is easy 
and it is relevantly rewarded. 

• Advocates share reviews, coupon deals, specials, featured products and services, 
competition entries, quizzes and event tickets on their preferred social networks with 
friends and business connections because it’s easy & rewarded.

• Ambassadors e-mail, print and deliver by various means coupon or voucher bene-
fits to friends and business connections and they earn the identical benefit when the 
friend redeems the coupon or voucher.

• Audiences targeted by customers follow up the offers received and engage with the 
businesses because they have a credible expectation of being delighted.

• Businesses segment customer lists to ensure that each segment represents a like 
minded group of people/businesses so that they can be make relevant offers that suit 
their specific needs.

• After three to four purchases buyers who perhaps arrived as “bargain hunters” are 
likely to become loyal customers as a result of a businesses consistently good service 
and because they enjoy the benefits of the loyalty programme.
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Deals Pages:
Deals pages are free standing sales funnel pages that may take the form of a 
webinar invite, an event invitation, a deal with a link to sign-up or buy now, 
etc. Deals pages are built by Webo and are fully hosted as PC and Mobi friend-
ly sales pages.

Coupon Deals:
These are online digital coupons that can be presented on phone for redemption 
or they can be printed for presentation and redemption. The Coupons will be 
made available on a Webo PC and Mobi Communicator. Every user that claims a 
coupon can be required to register so as to add their coupons to a private online 

account that is maintained online for them without charge. Suppliers can have thousands 
of registered customers with coupon accounts.

Loyalty Programmes:
Webo can create a loyalty programme for the supplier that is based on tier and 
milestone segmentation. On phone points allocation and redemption is done 
by appointed administrators.  This programme is extensive and is offered as a 
done for you solution to meet the need for customer retention.

Referral Rewards:
Reputation and referrals have always grown businesses and the L&R Commu-
nicator makes it easy to maintain a referral marketing campaign. Again, this is 
a done for you solution. Advisor, Advocate and Ambassador status is custom-
isable and automated. 

   Reviews and Information: 
A user that selects this option for a listed supplier will be able to read reviews 
and to add reviews. To add reviews users will be required to open a private 
account where they can find, edit or delete a review that they have made.  

Suppliers will be able to raise an objection for Webo investigation but will not 
be able to edit a review. Abusive reviews on a listing or on the Webo Directory home 
page will be deleted. 

As was covered above the FREE SPLASH page allows a supplier to enter contact, location 
and about us information. It is a full webpage that allows for text images and video con-
tent. This said, to qualify for a link on a relevant Pocket Advisor the FREE SPLASH PAGE 
must not contain images, video and product pricing information. The FREE SPLASH PAGE 
offers quick links and a headline on what they will find if they follow the links.” 

• New customers will write reviews, share and make referrals because it is easy and 
rewarded thus joining a highly engaged community of customers who have opted in 
to the push/pull communication channels available to them.

• Webo Loyalty Status Levels: Fan Level 1, Fan Level 2, Fan level 3 (Titles can be are 
customized). 

• Levels can be further split on the basis of specific rewards that are available to loyalty 
members with a specific no. of points. 

• Point duration and Status duration can be independently set. Referral Status has 
three categories: 

• Advisors who write reviews, Advocates who share & Ambassadors who refer.
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,
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We also offer a Webo SaaS subscription
The SaaS is a DIY Website, Blog, Product Showcase or 
e-Commerce Store Site/App builder that interfaces with a 
WhatsGood, Link & List, L&R Communicator and Meetings 
Communicator that are all integrated with social media. 
The Webo SaaS is also available as a built for you solution.
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Discounting 

It’s a given, bargains attract bargain hunters. It’s also a given that bargain hunting is a 
sport enjoyed by bargain hunters who are loyal to the sport and not to their prey! Sup-
pliers see the game as offering a few opportunities. Firstly, it can clear end-of-range, 
end-of-season stocks and stocks needed to be moved to make way for new designs, etc.

When the focus is on the hospitality industry a popular question asked by restaurant 
owners is “How can I get more people to dine at my restaurant?” For years restaurant 
owners have wrestled with the pros and cons of coupons. In a restaurant, there is no 
need to clear stocks as there is in the retail industry. In restaurants, specials are a norm. 

Coupon vendors have been at the door of restaurants for years. Many have learnt that 
deep discounts attract but do not buy loyalty nor profitability. Many coupon vendors re-
quire a 50% discount and they charge 25% leaving the restaurant with 25% that often 
is only paid some months later. The challenge for restaurants has been to restrict cou-
pons so as to leave the opportunity to upsell with starters, desserts and beverages. The 
thinking around restaurant coupon vending is that diners will try the cuisine and return. 
Most have found this to be wishful thinking. 
Pros of Restaurant Coupons
Coupons have been in the marketplace since the late 1800s when Coka-Cola hand wrote 
millions of coupons and in the process grew the business from tiny to national in the 
USA. This fact embodies the desire that restaurants have which is to get diners to try 
the menu, get hooked and return. It can happen but really does.

The challenge with coupons is that today they are digital and controlling the distribution 
is difficult but it can be done by advanced management systems. 
Cons of Restaurant Coupons
The first is profitability or the lack of it. When you sell at a loss no amount of volume will 
fix it. Waitrons earn less in tips and may leave and if you do not have an advanced man-
agement system you could flood the market with more coupons than you wanted to. 

When a clothing store has a sale or when it offers deals and discounts there is no ex-
pectation that the sale pricing will endure. In the restaurant business consistently dis-
counting by way of coupons or specials can alter the perception that diners have of your 
brand. They could come to expect deeply discounted specials as the discount will not be 
seen as a reward but as a norm!

The Alternative to Conventional Retail & Restaurant Coupons

Loyalty & Referral Marketing Programmes
 
When an established customer is rewarded with a coupon for doing something or for 
reaching a set milestone it is seen as a benefit and it does not negatively impact the 
perception of the brand. When this customer enjoys the right to share the benefit with a 
friend/s or business connection/s they will boost their reputation/popularity and they will 
feel good.  The recipient of the gifted coupon will not have brand perceptions as they will 
attribute their “luck” to the generosity of the friend or connection.
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The same thinking applies to referral programmes designed to boost reputation and re-
ferrals which have always grown businesses.  Writing reviews/testimonials and making it 
easy to do and rewarding is the key to growing reputations. Making social sharing easy 
and rewarding will grow referrals.  

Giving people something to share is the key.  It rewards them for spreading the word.

It should be noted that niche-specific, coupons relevant to loyal customers that are 
shareable are a completely different story. They brilliantly give customers something 
that is easily sharable and easily understood. 
 
Understanding who your customers are, what your products mean to them and what 
they want from you is key to customer retention/loyalty.  
In short, delighted customers are likely to be loyal. 
 
Customer demographics are likely to play a huge role in finding what they need and 
desire. Examples include; age, gender, marital status, children (if any), occupation, in-
come, education, disabilities, etc 
 
Customer psychographics too plays a role in defining desired target markets. Matters 
such as habits, hobbies, values, interests and behaviours. Preferred activities (dancing, 
parachuting), entertainment (eg movie lovers vs sports addicts), food (eg vegetarian, 
healthy, convenience), drink (only non-alcoholic drinks, no fizzy drinks) and politics. 
Sources of joy, pleasure, delight, happiness, excitement, hope, affection, amusement, 
interest and surprise.  
 
Generally, people buy to solve problems, to meet aspirations, to feed emotional drivers 
and more.
 
Understanding the demographics and psychographics are key to defining target markets 
but as importantly they are key to customer segmentation, retention and segmentation.
 
Loyalty programmes are often based on sales volume. This is likely as it has been the 
foundation for loyalty programmes for decades. Consider using demographics and psy-
chographics to segment customers to enable targeted reward relevancy and use mile-
stone rewards to rank and reward customers for purchases in each segment.
 
The seamless integration of coupon, loyalty and referral marketing creates the synergy 
that underlies the success of the strategy. It makes referral rewards an integrated part 
of the customer experience as it enables it to be seen to reward customers for their sup-
port rather than it being seen as a “beneficial evil!”
 
Referral tactic variation not only keeps it dynamic but it maintains interest. Refer-a-
friend, two-way and mention-me campaigns, as well as VIP events, early access to sales 
and new product launches, etc, enables one to maintain interest while maintaining en-
gagement.

Conclusion
In short, the integration of Coupon, Loyalty, and Referral marketing as engineered by 
Webo is like no other. We call it Hamburger Marketing!
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DEALS & PROMOTIONS 1,1 Specials (Up to 25% Saving 1,2 Deals (More 
than 25% Saving) 2,1 Last Minute Specials (Up to 25% Saving) 2,2 Last Minute 
Deals (More than 25% Saving) 3,1 Combo Package Specials (Up to 25% Saving) 
3,2 Combo Package Deals (More than 25% Saving) 4,1 Volume Pricing Specials 
eg buy 6 & Get 1 Free (Up to 25% Saving) 4,2 Volume Pricing Deals eg Buy one & 

Get One Free (More than 25% Saving) 5,1 Experiences & Memorable Moments Specials 5,2 
Experiences & Memorable Moments Deals 6,1 Retail Seasonal Promotions eg Easter, Winter, 
Spring & Xmas 6,2 Holiday Promotions eg Mother’s day, Father’s Day 6,3 Other Promotions 
eg St Patrick’s Day, Valentines Day, Secretaries Day, etc 6,4 Specials Promotions eg Seafood 
Evening, Spit Roast 6,5 Package Promotions: Anniversary, Birthday etc set menus 6,6 Pro-
motional Days eg Mondays and Tuesdays 6,7 Promotional Types eg Pensioner days, Local 
Soccer Club Days, etc 6,8 Promotional Events eg 1st Friday of the month buffet dance, etc


